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ABSTRACT

Darknet markets are online services behind Tor where cybercrimi-

nals trade illegal goods and stolen datasets. In recent years, secu-

rity analysts and law enforcement start to investigate the darknet

markets to study the cybercriminal networks and predict future

incidents. However, vendors in these markets often create multiple

accounts (i.e., Sybils), making it challenging to infer the relation-

ships between cybercriminals and identify coordinated crimes.

In this paper, we present a novel approach to link the multiple

accounts of the same darknet vendors through photo analytics. The

core idea is that darknet vendors often have to take their own prod-

uct photos to prove the possession of the illegal goods, which can

reveal their distinct photography styles. To fingerprint vendors, we

construct a series deep neural networks to model the photography

styles. We apply transfer learning to the model training, which

allows us to accurately fingerprint vendors with a limited number

of photos. We evaluate the system using real-world datasets from 3

large darknet markets (7,641 vendors and 197,682 product photos).

A ground-truth evaluation shows that the system achieves an accu-

racy of 97.5%, outperforming existing stylometry-based methods

in both accuracy and coverage. In addition, our system identifies

previously unknown Sybil accounts within the same markets (23)

and across different markets (715 pairs). Further case studies re-

veal new insights into the coordinated Sybil activities such as price

manipulation, buyer scam, and product stocking and reselling.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Cybercrimes, ranging from data theft to ransomware attacks, are

posing a serious threat. In the past decade, cybercriminals have

evolved rapidly, making it challenging for security researchers and
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the law enforcement to trace their activities and build proactive de-

fenses [2, 23, 35]. Meanwhile, underground forums, particularly the

darknet markets behind Tor [12], are increasingly popular among

cybercriminals to anonymously trade illegal goods and stolen items

(e.g., credit cards, datasets). These platforms thus become the key

information source for investigating the cybercrime ecosystem and

predicting future incidents [42, 48].

As the key aspect of the investigation, researchers have been

seeking to understand the relationships between cybercriminals

and identify the stakeholders. Prior works have examined the social

networks in underground forums to understand the user interac-

tions [14, 15, 38, 60]. In the darknet markets, however, the key

challenge of such investigation is that darknet vendors often main-

tain multiple accounts (or Sybil accounts) within the samemarket or

across different markets. Without linking these accounts together,

analysts might miss key opportunities to reveal the true relation-

ships between cybercriminals and identify coordinated activities.

Unfortunately, due to growing scale of the darknet markets, it

is highly labor-intensive to manually investigate and link multi-

ple accounts. To solve this problem, existing approaches rely on

stylometry analysis, which aims to link Sybil accounts based on

their writing styles [1, 22]. Stylometry analysis has shown success

in fingerprinting underground forum users where users post rich

and diverse text, but it faces key challenges to fingerprint vendors

in the darknet markets. First, the only available text in the dark-

net markets are product descriptions, which are short, repetitive,

and often follow certain templates. Second, stylometry analysis is

sensitive to the language of the content, which is a disadvantage

to analyze darknet markets where vendors come from different

countries (validated in ğ5).

In this paper, we propose a novel approach to link multiple iden-

tities in the darknet markets by analyzing the product photos. Our

goal is to build reliable fingerprints to re-identify the vendors based

on their photos within the samemarket or even across different mar-

kets. This idea is motivated by the fact that darknet vendors often

have to take photos for their own products (instead of using stock

photos) to prove the possession of the illegal goods or stolen items.

Such photos can reflect a vendor’s personal style of photography.

To build accurate fingerprints, we develop a system where a series

of deep neural networks (DNNs) are used to extract distinct features

from a vendor’s photos automatically. In addition, to fingerprint

vendors with relatively fewer photos, we apply transfer learning to

pre-train the deep neural network with large generic image datasets

and fine-tune the model with vendor-specific photos.

We evaluate the proposed system using real-world datasets from

3 large darknet markets (Agora, Evolution, SilkRoad2), which in-

volves 7,641 vendors and 197,682 product photos. We first conduct

a łground-truthž evaluation by splitting a vendor’s photos into two



random parts and examining how accurately the system can link the

two parts back. Our best performing model achieves an accuracy of

97.5% or higher for all three markets. In addition, we compare our

approach with existing stylometry methods that model a vendor’s

writing styles based on the product descriptions. We demonstrate

that image-based approach excels in both accuracy of classification

and the coverage of łfingerprint-ablež vendors.

To demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed method, we apply

our system to detect previously unknown Sybil accounts in the wild.

Based on manual examinations and external evidence, we confirm

that our system detected 715 Sybil pairs across different markets

and 23 Sybil account pairs within the same markets. Further case

studies reveal new insights into the coordinated activities of Sybil

accounts, ranging from price manipulation and buyer scam, to

product stocking and reselling, and photo plagiarizing. For example,

we identify vendors on Evolution and SilkRoad2 who creates Sybil

accounts that only sell a handful of products but at a much lower

price. Some of the Sybil vendors are confirmed to have scammed the

buyers based on external evidence. In addition, the detected Sybil

pairs also reveal the relationships between vendors (e.g., suppliers

and retailers) which helps to identify the market stakeholders.

In summary, our contributions are three folds:

• First, we present the first system to fingerprint darknet

vendors by modeling their unique styles of photography.

• Second, we perform ground-truth evaluations on the pro-

posed system. Results show that the photo-based approach

outperforms existing stylometry analysis in both accuracy

and coverage.

• Third, we apply the system to detect previously unknown

Sybil accounts in the wild. Extensive analysis of the detected

Sybil pairs reveals new insights into the cybercriminal activ-

ities within and across darknet markets.

Our study is part of an ongoing effort to develop useful tools

to assist the law enforcement and criminal analysts to investigate

the cybercriminal networks. Our proposed method can contribute

to building profiles of cybercriminals, establishing darknet vendor

networks, understanding of darknet vendor reputation systems, and

the study of the migration of vendors across different marketplaces.

As a future work, we are interested in investigating how Sybils

vendors can evade the detection by hiding their personal styles

(detailed discussion in ğ8).

2 BACKGROUND AND GOALS

In this section, we introduce the background of darknet market-

places and describe our research goals.

Tor and Darknet Markets. Tor (short for łThe Onion Routerž)

is the most widely used tool for anonymous communications on the

Internet [12]. Tor conceals a user’s IP and location by redirecting

her network traffic through a large overlay network consisting

of thousands of relays. Tor not only protects users from network

surveillance and censorship but also helps a large number of darknet

websites to operate anonymously. Users can access darknet websites

through Tor without knowing their actual IP or location. However,

the anonymity also creates a challenge for the law enforcement to

trace the illegal websites in the darknet [17].

Darknet market is a particular type of trading website in the

darknet. Most of the darknet markets are set up by cybercriminals

around the world to trade illegal goods (e.g., drugs, fire weapons),

stolen items (e.g., credit cards, password datasets), software exploits,

and even criminal/hacking services. Researchers have collected em-

pirical datasets from darknet markets to study the products offered,

the revenue and the market dynamics over time [17, 48]. A key dif-

ference between the darknet markets and traditional underground

forums [2, 15, 23, 27, 35, 42] is that darknet markets are hosted

behind Tor, making them difficult to trace and take down.

User Identities in the Darknet Markets. To study the devel-

opment of darknet markets, a key challenge is to trace and link

user identifies in the markets. Users, particularly the vendors, of-

ten create multiple identities (i.e., Sybil accounts) within the same

markets or across different markets [1, 22]. The Sybil identities are

created either to increase sales or even scam buyers. Due to the

strong anonymity of darknet users, it is difficult to effectively link

user identities based on traditional IPs or device fingerprints. In

addition, given the large number of darknet markets and the user

accounts, manual investigation faces key challenges to scale up.

Stylometry Analysis. Recently, researchers have explored to

use stylometry to link a user’s multiple identities. Stylometry anal-

ysis is a standard technique to attribute authorship of anonymous

texts by modeling the writing style. The techniques have shown

success in re-identifying users in online forums [28, 33, 49] and fin-

gerprinting the programmers of software code [6]. A related work

has explored to attribute the authorship based on users’ public and

private messages posted on underground forums [1].

Directly applying stylometry analysis to darknet markets faces

key challenges. First, stylometry analysis requires lengthy text

to model a user’s writing style. Unlike the rich and diverse text

messages available in online forums, the only text on the darknet

markets are the product descriptions posted by the vendors. The

product descriptions are usually short and repetitive (following

certain templates). In addition, the product descriptions are often

written in different languages by vendors from all over the world,

making it difficult to perform stylometry analysis. We have con-

firmed these challenges in ğ5.

Our Goals. In this paper, we develop novel tools to fingerprint

vendors in the darknet marketplaces. The goal is to help investiga-

tors to identify and link the multiple identities controlled by the

same vendors by analyzing the posted product photos. This idea is

motivated by two key intuitions. First, unlike regular e-commerce

websites (e.g., Amazon), darknet vendors often need to take pic-

tures of their illegal goods by themselves. Second, photographs can

reflect the photographers’ unique personal styles [16, 24, 56].

Our exploration contains three key steps: First, we seek to use

the product photos posted by vendors to build a distinct profile (or

fingerprint) for each vendor. We propose to extract the distinct fea-

tures from their photos using deep neural networks (ğ4). Second, we

seek to compare (and potentially augment) the photo-based finger-

prints with traditional stylometry analysis on product descriptions

(ğ5). Finally, we apply our system in the wild to identify previously

unknown Sybils accounts both within the same markets and across

different markets (ğ6). We perform case studies to understand the



Market
Unique

Product

Unique

Vendor

Vendor

w/Imgs

Image

Count
Time Span

Agora 96,821 3,162 2,834 75,979 01/2014ś07/2015

Evolution 82,286 4,197 3,635 89,145 01/2014ś03/2015

SilkRoad2 32,558 1,332 1,172 32,558 12/2013ś11/2014

Total 211,665 8,691 7,641 197,682 12/2013ś07/2015

Table 1: Basic statistics of the darknet dataset.

behavior of Sybil accounts, and demonstrate the usefulness of the

tool (ğ7).

3 DATASET

To examine the possibility of profiling darknet vendors, we leverage

the public archive of darknet market datasets [5]. The data archive

contains the daily (sometimes weekly) snapshots of the darknet

markets crawled by researchers from 2013 to 2015. Each snapshot

contains the raw product pages of the respectivemarketplace. In this

paper, we select 3 largest markets: Agora, Evolution, and SilkRoad2.

For each market, we wrote a customized parser to extract struc-

tured data for the product pages. For each product, we obtain the

product ID, product description, product image, vendorID, the ven-

dor’s pseudo name, and the timestamps when the product was

actively listed on the market. Table 1 shows the basic statistics.

Below, we briefly introduce the background of the 3 markets and

validate the data integrity.

SilkRoad2: established in November 2013, SilkRoad2 was the

successor of the well-known market SilkRoad (taken down

by FBI in October 2013) [11]. Due to the brand attraction of

SilkRoad, SilkRoad2 quickly became the largest darknet mar-

ket in 2014. In February 2014, SilkRoad2 was compromised,

losing 2.6 million USD worth bitcoins, which led to a major

damage to its reputation [4]. OnNovember 6, 2014, SilkRoad2

was taken down by authorities and its administrator was

also arrested.

Evolution: established in January 2014, Evolution was the

largest darknetmarketplace after the taken down of SilkRoad2.

In March 2015, the administrators of Evolution unexpectedly

shut down the market and took away all the bitcoins that

users deposited to the market, the value of which was esti-

mated to be 11.7 million US dollars [58]. The site then went

offline since this łexit scamž.

Agora: established in 2013, Agora once became the largest

market after the taken down of SilkRoad 2 and the exit scam

of Evolution [48]. The market was taken offline by its admin-

istrators due to security vulnerabilities in August 2015, and

stayed offline since then.

Although all three markets went offline, the dataset provides a

unique opportunity to retrospectively study the vendor behavior

and inform the investigation of the emerging markets. As shown

in Table 1, we extracted in total 211,665 products listed by 8,691

vendors from the three markets. 7,641 of the vendors have posted at

least one product image (88%). In total, we obtained 197,682 product

images. We find that the distribution of the image count per vendor

exhibits a long-tail property as shown in Figure 1. Note that vendors

sometimes use the same image for different products, and thus we
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Figure 2: Cumulative product count over time.

display both the total image count and the unique image count (the

identical images are identified by MD5 hashes).

Validation of Data Integrity. Before using the dataset, we

have validated the data integrity. Our concern is that if the crawlers

had a major downtime, the data quality would be seriously affected.

Without the actual ground-truth, we rely on the statistics reported

by related studies and check the over-time consistency of the dataset.

First, according to a measurement study, there were about 2200 ac-

tive vendors on Evolution, 1200 vendors on Agora, and 800 vendors

on SilkRoad2 by the end of 2014 [48]. The corresponding numbers

in our dataset (2014-2015) are 4197, 3162, and 1332 respectively,

which are consistently higher. This is likely due to the growth of

the markets. In addition, Figure 2 shows the accumulative number

of distinct products listed on the markets over time. The curves

have smooth upward trends without obvious plateau, indicating a

good data integrity.

Image Metadata. During our data processing, we find that

certain images contain the EXIF metadata. When a camera takes

a photo, it can add metadata to the photo including the camera

information, the timestamp and even the location where the photo

is taken. The metadata is tagged following the standard Exchange-

able Image File Format (or EXIF). Our analysis shows that darknet

markets have realized the problem: Agora and Evolution started to

remove the EXIF metadata from all the uploaded photos since June

and March of 2014. In total, there are 1,604 vendors who had at

least one photo with EXIF metadata, and 112 vendors revealed their

location information through the metadata. The EXIF metadata only

affected a small number of early vendors, and most markets today

remove the metadata by default. To this end, our system did not

consider the EXIF information (removed from our dataset).



Ethics of Data Analysis. The darknet datasets in this paper

were originally collected by previous researchers [5] who made the

data publicly available under the Creative Common CC0 license. We

follow the standard ethical practice to analyze the datasets [11, 48].

First, our analysis only covers darknet markets that have been taken

down by authorities. Second, the dataset only contains the publicly

available information on the darknet markets (product pages). The

dataset does not contain any personally identifiable information.

Third, our data analysis is completely passive without any form of

interactions with the human subjects. Finally, our research produces

useful tools to support researchers and the law enforcement to trace,

monitor, and investigate cybercrimes. The benefit of the research

significantly outweighs the potential risks.

4 IMAGE-BASED VENDOR FINGERPRINTING

Next, we describe ourmethod to fingerprint darknetmarket vendors

by analyzing their posted photos. In this section, we describe our

deep-learning basedmethod to building the fingerprints for vendors,

and perform ground-truth evaluations using empirical datasets.

4.1 Method and Designs

To fingerprint a vendor based on her photos, we need to identify

key features that can uniquely represent the vendor. Related work

has explored fingerprinting specific camera devices using low-level

features, e.g., the unique sensor noise and lens distortions caused

by manufacturing imperfection and sensor in-homogeneity [9, 10,

34, 43, 55]. However, previous works on photograph authorship

attribution suggested that the high-level features (e.g., object, scene,

background, camera angle and other latent photography styles)

significantly outperformed low-level features to identify photogra-

phers [32]. To this end, we choose high-level features for darknet

vendor identification.

To capture the unique features from a vendors’ photos, we rely

on Deep Neural Networks (DNN) which can extract features auto-

matically without manually crafting the feature list [32]. The key

challenge is that deep neural networks, in order to be accurate,

requires a massive amount of training data. However, in darknet

markets, the number of photos per vendor is limited as shown

in Figure 1. To this end, we apply transfer learning to pre-train a

deep neural network using a large existing image dataset (with

millions of images) and then fine-tune the last few layers using the

smaller darknet dataset. The intuition is that features of the deep

neural network are more generic in the early layers and are more

dataset-specific in the later layers.

The early layers can be trained using general object photos. For

our system, we use the largest annotated image dataset called Ima-

geNet [45] (14 million images) to pre-train a deep neural network.

Then we replace the final softmax layer with a new softmax layer

which handles the classes in the darknet dataset. Here, a łclassž

is defined as a set of photos uploaded by the same vendor. Next,

we fine-tune the last layers or all layers with back-propagation

using the vendors’ product photos. The fine-tuning process is im-

plemented using a stochastic gradient descent optimizer with a

small initial learning rate, aiming to minimize the cross-entropy

loss function. We follow the standard procedures to fine-tune a

neural network using toolkits such as TensorFlow and Keras.

To construct the deep neural network, we select 5 popular mod-

els for generic image classification tasks. For each model, we re-

implement the data feeding module and the prediction module and

select the most popular configurations on their respective tasks.

The most popular configurations are usually those that lead to the

highest accuracy with an acceptable computational overhead. For

image pre-processing, we reshape the darknet images to the same

sizes of the images that are used in the pre-trained models. We then

use the ImageNet utility module in Keras for image preparation.

AlexNet was introduced by Krizhevsky et al. in 2012 [30]. Our

code is based on Kratzert’s implementation of AlexNet using

TensorFlow [29]. The images are reshaped to 227 × 227. The

early layers are kept fixed and only the last three layers (fc6,

fc7, fc8) of the network are fine-tuned.

Inception models are a series of DNN models introduced by

Szegedy et al [52] in 2014ś2017.We choose the latest Inception-

V4. Our code is based on Yu’s implementation [61], where

all network layers are fine-tuned. The images are reshaped

to 299 × 299.

VGG models were introduced by Simonyan and Zisserman

in 2014 [47]. Here we adopted the 19-layer VGG-19 model.

The images are reshaped to 224 × 224 (same for ResNet and

DenseNet below).

ResNet was introduced byHe et al. in 2015 [21]. In our analysis,

we adopted ResNet-50 model for its good balance of accuracy

and computational overhead.

DenseNet or Densely Connected Convolutional Network was

introduced byHuang et al. in 2016 [25].We adoptedDenseNet-

121 model for its good performance.

Using the deep neural network model, we train a multi-class

classifier where each class represents a vendor in the darknet mar-

ket. Given an input image, we use the classifier to calculate the

probability that the image belongs to a given vendor. Based on the

łsimilarityž of images, we identify pairs of accounts that are likely

to be controlled by the same vendor.

4.2 Ground-Truth Evaluation

To evaluate the feasibility of our approach, we first perform a

ground-truth evaluation. Due to the high-anonymity of the darknet

marketplaces, it is impossible for us to build the actual ground-

truth. One convincing way to build the synthetic ground-truth is

through splitting the data of certain vendors. For a given vendor,

we randomly split her photos into two even parts. We use the first

half to train the classifier and then try link the second half to the

original vendor. This evaluation is to examine the feasibility of

our approach and help to fine-tune the parameters. Later in ğ6

and ğ7, we will apply our method to identify previously unknown

multiple-identities controlled by the same vendors in the wild.

Ground-truth Construction. For a given vendor, we evenly

split her data into two pseudo vendors. Here we need to introduce a

thresholdTr which specifies the minimal number of photos that the

vendor has in order to build the fingerprint. We will test different

thresholds in our evaluation.

We observe that some vendors use the same photo for different

products (based on the product ID). To test the feasibility of re-

identifying vendors based on their photo-styles (instead of simply
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Figure 3: Workflow for the ground-truth evaluation.

matching the same photos), we create two versions of the ground-

truth datasets. For the duplication version, we consider all of the

vendor’s product photos. Each product’s photo only counts for

once, but we allow different products to use the same photo. For

the non-duplication version, we intentionally remove the duplicated

photos that are used for different products. The duplicated photos

are determined by their MD5 hashes.

Evaluation Workflow. Figure 3 shows the evaluation work-

flow. First, for vendors that have more than 2 ×Tr photos, we split

their photos into two even parts as the pseudo vendors. We add the

first part to the training dataset and the second part to the testing

dataset. Second, for the other vendors, if their image count > Tr , we

add them to the training dataset as the łdistractorsž. The number of

classes in the training set equals to the number of pseudo pairs plus

the number of training distractors shown in Table 2. The number

of classes in the testing set equals to the number of pseudo pairs.

Once we construct the dataset, we then perform transfer learning

based on a model pre-trained on ImageNet, and use our training

dataset to fine-tune the last layers of the network.

During testing, for each image in the testing dataset, we calculate

its probability of belonging to a given vendor in the training set.

Then those probabilities are averaged over the images that below

to the same vendor, which leads to a similarity metric for each

łtraining śtesting vendorž pair. In this way, for each testing vendor,

we identify the most similar training vendor and examine if the

pseudo vendors are correctly paired. We calculate the accuracy

which is the ratio of the testing vendors that are correctly matched.

4.3 Evaluation Results

Accuracy. Table 2 shows the detailed results for AlexNet and

ResNet. Across different markets and parameter settings, the match-

ing accuracy is very high. Consistently, ResNet is more accurate

thanAlexNet. For all threemarkets, ResNet has amatching accuracy

of 0.975 or higher when we don’t intentionally remove duplicated

images for different products.

Even after we remove the duplicated images, the matching accu-

racy is still around 0.871ś0.932 for ResNet (for Tr=20). Recall that

this is a multi-class classifier with hundreds of classes. An accuracy

of 0.871 (for the top-1 matching candidate) is already very high.

In practice, analysts may consider the top-K matching candidates

(where K is a small number) instead of just the most likely one.

Dupli.

Img.
Market Tr

Pseudo

Pairs

Training

Distractors

AlexNet

Accuracy

ResNet

Accuracy

Yes

Agora

10 1020 597 0.969 0.975

20 480 540 0.973 0.979

40 161 319 0.950 0.975

Evolution

10 1093 680 0.952 0.964

20 519 574 0.967 0.975

40 197 322 0.990 0.990

SilkRoad2

10 415 248 0.976 0.980

20 211 204 1.00 0.995

40 76 135 0.987 1.00

No

Agora

10 408 518 0.733 0.821

20 137 271 0.796 0.883

40 45 92 0.733 0.867

Evolution

10 443 546 0.626 0.788

20 155 288 0.742 0.871

40 47 108 0.830 0.915

SilkRoad2

10 181 233 0.724 0.873

20 59 122 0.814 0.932

40 24 35 0.875 0.958

Table 2: Accuracy of ground-truth vendor matching based

on image analysis.

The accuracy metric then should measure how likely the top K can-

didates contain the correct match. For example, applying ResNet

(Tr=20) on non-duplicated images returns the top-5 accuracy of

0.964 for Agora, 0.948 for Evolution, and 0.966 for SilkRoad2. The

result indicates that the same vendors’ photos do carry distinct

personal styles, which can be used to build reliable fingerprints.

Regarding the threshold Tr , a lower threshold allows us to con-

sider more vendors. However, if Tr is too small, then there might

not be enough training data for each vendor, which reduces the

matching accuracy. For the rest of the paper, if not otherwise stated,

we set the threshold Tr = 20.

To compare different DNN models, we present Figure 4. Overall,

ResNet achieves the best performance. This is not too surprising

considering that ResNet is a relatively advanced model for object

recognition tasks [7]. However, our performance is not completely

aligned with the model performance on object recognition. The

InceptionV4 model is the state-of-the-art for ImageNet, but In-

ceptionV4 actually performs the worst on the darknet datasets.

Intuitively, the photos posted by vendors are very different from

those in ImageNet. ImageNet rarely covers photos of marijuana,

cocaine, or stolen credit cards. Overall, the performance differences

are not very big between different DNN models. This indicates that

our task is not very sensitive to the model selection.

True Positives vs. False Positives. In the above evaluation,

we always report a match (i.e. the most-similar training vendor)

for a given testing vendor. However, in practice, not every vendor

has a matched Sybil identity. To this end, we will need to draw a

minimal probability threshold Tp to declare a match. Our system

will report a match only if the similarity score between the testing

vendor and the training vendor is higher than Tp .

The threshold Tp determines the trade-off between true posi-

tives (the correctly detected vendor pairs) and false positives (the

detected vendor pairs that turn out to be false). To examine this

trade-off, we slightly modify our workflow of Figure 3. Now, given

the set of distractors, we randomly put half of the distractors into

the training set and the other half into the testing set. By swapping
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images).

Tp , we generate the ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curves

in Figure 5. The results again confirm the good performance. The

ROC curves all reach the top-left corner of the plots, and the areas

under the curves (AUC) are close to 1.0 (a random classifier’s AUC

would be 0.5 and a higher AUC is better).

In practice, analysts can make their own trade-off between false

positives and true positives based on their time budget. If the time

allows, the analysts can afford to have some false positives so that

they don’t miss the actual Sybil identities of a given vendor. In this

paper, we use the ROC curves to pick the thresholdTp based on the

elbow point of the curve. The corresponding Tp is about 0.4 when

we allow duplicated images. The elbow Tp is 0.2ś0.3 if duplicated

images are intentionally removed.

5 COMPARISON WITH STYLOMETRY

Our evaluation so far shows that the image-based approach is effec-

tive to fingerprint vendors. Next, we explore to compare our method

with existing stylometry approaches, and seek to further improve

the accuracy and the coverage of the system. In the following, we

briefly introduce the existing stylometry analysis methods and the

unique challenges to apply them to the darknet markets. Then we

evaluate the number of vendors that stylometry analysis can effec-

tively fingerprint, and the matching accuracy in comparison with

the image-based approach.

5.1 Stylometry Analysis

Stylometry analysis aims to attribute the authorship of the anony-

mous texts by analyzing the writing style. Existing works have ex-

plored the feasibility of identifying the authorship of underground

forum posts [1] and even computer programs [6]. To this end, the

stylometry analysis is a valid comparison baseline for our method.

In the darknet markets, a vendor’s texts are the product descriptions

written by the vendor. However, there are key challenges for sty-

lometry analysis in darknet markets. First, the product descriptions

are usually very short. For example, the median length of Agora’s

product descriptions is only 118 words. Second, the product de-

scriptions often follow certain templates, and vendors may use the

same/similar descriptions for many of their products. Third, most

darknet markets are international marketplaces where vendors may

use different languages. All these factors pose challenges to extract

the unique writing styles of the vendors.

To examine the feasibility of stylometry analysis, we follow the

most relevant work [1] and re-implement a similar stylometry clas-

sifier. More specifically, given the collection of the text of a vendor,

we extract a list of features to model the writing styles. The features

include: the percentage of words that start with an upper-case letter,

percentage of upper-case letters, average word length, word length

histogram, punctuation frequency, stop-word frequency, character

unigram, bigram and trigram, Part-of-Speech (POS) unigram, bi-

gram, and trigram, and digit unigram, bigram, and trigram.We used

the NLTK library [39] to perform word and sentence tokenization.

We applied Stanford Log-linear Part-Of-Speech Tagger [57] to ex-

tract the POS features. Considering the high dimensionality of the

feature vector (about 100K), we also perform dimension reduction

using stochastic singular value decomposition (StochasticSVD) to

reduce feature vector size to 1000. Then we use the feature vector

to train a logistic regression classifier to make predictions. We refer

interested readers to [1] for more details.

5.2 Performance Comparison

Our evaluation focuses on comparing the image-based approach

and the stylometry based approach. The goal is to understand

whether we can use stylometry analysis to further augment the

image-based method. Our evaluation metrics include two key as-

pects: accuracy (the accuracy to match pseudo identities) and cov-

erage (the number of vendors that can be reliably fingerprinted).

Our evaluation follows the same work-flow in Figure 3. To gen-

erate ground-truth data for stylometry analysis, we again split

vendors whose product descriptions with more than 2 ×T ′r words.

For vendors with more than T ′r words, we add them as the distrac-

tors in the training set. Similar to before, we create two versions

of the ground-truth datasets, one considers all the product descrip-

tions (one description per product) and allows duplicated sentences.

The other ground-truth dataset removes the duplicated sentences.

The non-duplicated version aims to force the classifiers to learn the

writing style instead of matching the exact sentences. In this evalu-

ation, we only consider English text Ð we have removed Unicode

symbols and HTML entities.

Accuracy. Table 3 shows that the stylometry analysis can also

achieve a high accuracy when we allow the duplicated sentences

(0.936ś0.990). However, when we remove the duplicated sentences,

the accuracy dropped significantly to 0.580 ś 0.846. This dramatic

accuracy decrease indicates that the previous high accuracy is likely



Duplicated

Sentences
Market T ′r

Pseudo

Pairs

Training

Distractor
Accuracy

Yes

Agora

1500 822 515 0.983

3000 402 420 0.988

4500 247 316 0.988

Evolution

1500 530 404 0.936

3000 246 284 0.967

4500 159 179 0.987

SilkRoad2

1500 338 200 0.970

3000 169 169 0.988

4500 99 120 0.990

No

Agora

1500 193 300 0.694

3000 72 121 0.806

4500 39 63 0.846

Evolution

1500 162 235 0.580

3000 65 97 0.723

4500 33 59 0.818

SilkRoad2

1500 65 126 0.631

3000 25 40 0.800

4500 12 26 0.833

Table 3: Accuracy of ground-truth vendor matching based

on stylometry analysis.

Duplicated

texts/images
Market

Image

Tr = 20

Stylometry

T ′r = 4500

Yes

Agora 1020 563

Evolution 1093 338

SilkRoad2 415 219

No

Agora 408 102

Evolution 443 92

SilkRoad2 181 38

Table 4: Number of qualified vendors given the thresholds

for image analysis (Tr = 20 images) and stylometry analysis

(T ′r = 4500 words).

the results of matching the duplicated sentences, instead of actually

extracting the generalizable łwriting stylesž. Our result shows that

the same method that works well in underground forums [1] has

major limitations in darknet markets. Consider that vendors often

follow templates to write product descriptions, it is understandable

that their personal writing styles are not as strong as the template-

free texts in underground forums.

Coverage. Stylometry analysis has a more limited coverage. Ta-

ble 4 shows the number of qualified vendors for stylometry analysis

and image analysis, given the threshold that produces a comparable

accuracy (Tr = 20 and T ′r = 4500). Note that T ′r = 4500 returns

the highest accuracy for stylometry analysis, but it is still not as

accurate as the image analysis (after removing duplicated images).

Meanwhile, the image analysis covers 100%ś300% more vendors

than the stylometry analysis. The advantage is more significant

when duplicated texts or images are removed.

Run Time. The image analysis also has a shorter runtime by

taking advantage of the GPUs. For example, the image analysis for

Agora (ResNet, Tr = 20, with duplicated images) takes one server

4 hours to finish the whole process including data preparation,

training, and testing. The server has one quad-core CPU and one

Nvidia GTX 1070 GPU. However, the stylometry analysis on Agora

(Tr = 4500, with duplicated texts) takes as long as 84 hours to finish

(CPU only). In theory, it is possible to re-design the algorithm of [1]

to work with GPU, but it would take significant efforts to rewrite

the system, particularly the Part-of-Speech tagging algorithm.

In summary, the image-based approach has a clear advantage

over stylometry analysis to fingerprint darknet vendors. However,

these two techniques are not necessarily competing but can work

together to add additional layers of confidence. In the rest of the

paper, we primarily use the image-based approach to detect Sybil

identities in the wild, and check the writing style for confirmation

during the manual inspection.

6 SYBIL IDENTITY IN THE WILD

To demonstrate the usefulness of our system, we apply it to real-

world datasets to identify previously unknown Sybil identities in

the wild. We focus on two types of Sybil identities. First, we look for

vendors who controlled multiple accounts within the same market,

i.e., intra-market Sybils. Second, we look for vendors who controlled

multiple accounts across different markets, i.e., inter-market Sybils.

6.1 Detection Method

In the following, we introduce the Sybil detection method, which

is based on the image-based approach described in ğ4.

Inter-Market Sybils. To detect Sybil accounts in different mar-

kets, we work on two markets at a time. For marketA and B, we use

vendors from market A as the training data to build the classifier

and then test on vendors frommarket B. This step produces the sim-

ilarity score for any two vendors S (uAi ,uBj ) from the two markets.

Then, we reverse the order by training on B’s data and testing with

A’s vendors to calculate a new similarity score for the same vendor

pair S (uAi ,uBj ). The final similarity score between uAi and uBj

is the average value: SimuAi ,uBj =
S (uAi ,uBj )+S (uBj ,uAi )

2 . We set

parameters based on the ground-truth evaluation in ğ4. We focus

on vendors with more than Tr = 20 photos and set Tp = 0.4 as the

cut-off threshold for the final similarity score.

Intra-Market Sybils. To detect Sybil accounts in the same

market, we again consider vendors who have more than Tr = 20

photos. We treat these vendors as the training set to build the

classifier. We treat the same set of vendors (with more than 20

photos) as the testing set, and apply the classifier to identify the

most similar vendors in the same market. We use Tp = 0.4 as the

cut-off threshold for the similarity score based on the ground-truth

evaluation. Note that this is not a standardmachine learning process

since the training and testing sets are overlapped. Instead, we are

using the multi-class classifier to calculate the łdistancež between

vendors to identify similar pairs.

For both intra- and inter-market detection, we consider all the

photos of a vendor (one photo for each product) without intention-

ally removing the reused photos. Using the above thresholds, the

analysis covers 1,020 vendors in Agora, 1,093 vendors in Evolution

and 415 vendors in SilkRoad2 (2,528 vendors in total). We use the

most accurate ResNet DNN model for both cases.

6.2 Manual Investigation

To validate the accuracy of the detection, we act as the analysts

to manually examine the detected candidate vendor pairs. Our



Markets
Candidate

Pairs

Confident

Yes

Probably

Yes

Probably

No

Agora-Evolution 402 390 6 6

Agora-SilkRoad2 209 196 5 8

Evolution-SilkRoad2 144 129 5 10

Total 755 715 16 24

Table 5: Cross-market Sybil identification result.

(a) Vendor “apoteket” 

on Agora

(b) Vendor “swecan” 

on Evolution

Figure 6: An example of cross-market Sybil pair identified

by our algorithm.

investigation focus on precision, which is the ratio of true Sybil pairs

out of all the candidate pairs. This analysis does not cover recall,

given that there is no ground-truth about real-world Sybil accounts.

We follow the guidelines below for our manual examination:

For the cross-market pairs, we first check their usernames and

alias. If their usernames are identical (case-insensitive), or simi-

lar (e.g., with an edit distance <= 1, or one username is the sub-

sequence of the other), we label the pair with a łconfident Yesž.

Then for the rest of the cross-market pairs and all the same-

market pairs, we examine the following aspects. (1) We check

whether their aliases carry the same or related semantic meanings.

For example, (łPeterLustingž, łLustingPeterž) and (łaaapee911ž,

łevopee911ž) fall in this category. (2) We check if their photos

contain explicit trademarks (or watermarks); We check the back-

ground environment of the photos (e.g., photos of the same desk

or shelf); (3) We manually read the product descriptions to look

for the same/similar shipping information, payment method de-

scription and precaution information; (4) We examine the type

of products they sell; (5) We check vendor review websites (e.g.,

the łDarkNetMarketsž section on Reddit) where buyers rate the

vendors. Sometimes the buyers who are familiar with the vendor

would reveal the vendors’ multiple identities. We label the pair as a

łconfident Yesž if we find strong evidence for either (1), (2), or (5).

We label the pair as łprobably Yesž if we find some evidence for

both (3) and (4). Otherwise, we label the pair as łprobably Nož.

6.3 Sybil Detection Results

In total, we identified 850 candidate sybil pairs and 738 pairs are

łconfident yesž (87%). Table 5ś6 show the detailed breakdown for

Sybil pairs on different markets and those from the same markets.

Sybils on different Markets. Table 5 shows the cross-market

detection result. The vendor pairs under łconfident Yesž take more

than 90% of all the candidate pairs. The high matching precision

again confirms the usefulness of our method. Some Sybil pairs have

the same usernames (484), but many pairs have different names

(271). This suggests that our technique cannot be trivially replaced

Markets
Candidate

Pairs

Confident

Yes

Probably

Yes

Probably

No

Agora 49 14 12 23

Evolution 32 6 7 19

SilkRoad2 14 3 3 8

Total 95 23 22 50

Table 6: Intra-market Sybil identification result.

(a) Vendor “RagnarLodbrok”

on Agora

(b) Vendor “ReadySetGo” 

on Agora

Figure 7: An example of same-market Sybil pair identified

by our algorithm.

by simply matching usernames. For example, 104 candidate pairs

have very different usernames (i.e., edit-distance >=2, and one

username is not a substring of the other). More than 60% of these

pairs are detected as łconfident Yesž (which will be missed by simple

name matching). Below, we provide examples of different manual

labels, and explain false positives.

Most of the Sybil pairs under łconfident Yesž are not difficult to

verify. It occurred to us that vendors were not intentionally hiding

their multiple accounts on different markets. Instead, some ven-

dors even advertise their other accounts and maintain a consistent

trademark for their brand. This explains why some vendors use the

same or similar usernames. For example, (łmarvel-labsž, łMarvel-

Labsž) and (łGoingPostalž, łgoingpOZtalž). Some Sybils pairs try

to make their usernames sound similar, e.g., łConcentrate-Dealerž

and łConcentr8-Dealerž. Among the confirmed Sybil pairs, some

vendors have a uniquewriting style. For example, for łRastainPeacež

(Agora) and łDrugsLoverž (Evolution), both accounts like to write

sentences ending with the word łseriouslyž.

Figure 6 shows randomly selected images from a confirmed Sybil

pair. The two accounts share a high image similarity score (Sim =

0.505), and we obtain external confirmation from the buyers’ online

discussions. This vendor has a clear photo-shooting style. He/she

likes to take close shots of the piles of the drug pills. The vendor also

likes to use the same black tabletop or a piece of paper as the photo

background. We also notice that the vendor has re-shaped/cropped

the images before putting them onto different markets. The product

description contains both Swedish and English and thus stylometry

analysis does not work for this vendor. In fact, the two usernames

are somehow connected: łswecanž sounds similar to łSwedenž,

while łapoteketž means pharmacist in Swedish.

Sybils in the SameMarket. As shown in Table 6, intra-market

Sybils are less common compared to the inter-market Sybils. Only

95 pairs are detected and only 23 pairs are łConfident Yesž. A possi-

ble explanation is darknet markets usually prohibit a vendor from

registering multiple accounts in the same market to prevent abuse.

In contrary, it is common for a vendor to maintain accounts in

different markets to maximize their sales.



(a) Vendor “streetdreams”  (b) Vendor “keydemon”  

Figure 8: An example of a false positive. The two vendors are

incorrectly matched due to the red text in the images. The

red text is the username of the respective vendor.

Figure 7 shows an example Sybil pair from Agora. The two

accounts do not have many identical photos, but the styles of the

photos have similarities. This vendor likes to place the products

on a black table to take photos. In addition, some of the products

are the same even though the photos are shot from different angles.

Finally, the vendor also likes to place a coin (e.g., a quarter) in the

photo to reference the size. Manual analysis also shows that they

have similar writing styles in the product descriptions.

Sybil Pairs of Low Confidence. Our goal is to significantly

reduce the scope of manual analysis. Instead of manually checking

all the possible vendor pairs, we select the most suspicious ones

for human analysts. For example, the above analysis covers 1020

vendors in Agora, 1093 vendors in Evolution and 415 vendors in

SilkRoad2 (2528 vendors in total). Intra-market analysis calculate

the similarity score for 1,203,637 pairs, and inter-market analysis ex-

amines 1,99,1755 pairs. Clearly, the total 3,195,392 pairs are beyond

the capacity of manual inspection, and our algorithm has helped

the security analysts to narrow down to 850 candidate pairs. This

process inevitable introduces false positives. In general, our DNN

based approach is designed for object recognition and analyzing

the vendors’ photo styles. The model is good at identifying similar

object shapes and colors, and the background texture, but cannot

make sense of the photos like a human analyst.

We have a few pairs under łProbably Yesž (38). For example

łGnarlž (Evolution) and łmodalsolž (Evolution) both sell drugs with

images of molecular structures. However, through Google image

search, we find that they were using stock images from Wikipedia

instead of taking their own photos. We cannot guarantee that the

two accounts belong to the same vendor. Another example, is łgrif-

fin36ž and łCafe_Deluxež. The two accounts use the same product

images, but all the image seem to be stolen from other vendors

(based on the visible watermarks on the images).

For the 74 pairs under łProbably Nož, evidence suggests that

they are likely to be different accounts. For example, łsubzero!!ž

(Agora) and łpiblzž (Evolution) posted many similar images, but

their writing styles are quite different and have different shipping

information. In addition, łsubzerož always add this sentence łRead

our Profile for more about what we dož to the product description

while łpiblzž never do that. Some of these pairs look like false

positives caused by the DNN classifier. For example, Figure 8 shows

the two vendors that are incorrectly matched due to the red text

in the images. The red text is the username of each vendor (as the

trademark). The deep neural network picked up the red-color area

as a feature, but could not tell the difference between the text.

Computation Costs. The whole evaluation process takes 1 day

to finish using a single server (one quad-core CPU and one Nvidia

GTX 1070 GPU). Although we need to compare the similarity for

N
2/2 pairs (N is the total number of vendors), the actual complexity

is only O (N ). This is because deep neural networks allow us to

train a multi-class classifier, and thus each vendor only needs to

go through the classifier once. In addition, the transfer learning

makes the vendor-specific training quicker. The computational

overhead is already acceptable, and the performance can be further

improved with more powerful machines and optimized algorithms.

For example, the similarity comparison can be easily parallelized,

as the numbers of vendors and markets increase.

7 CASE STUDY

Based on the detected Sybil pairs, we then perform case studies to

examine the motivations and behavior patterns of Sybil vendors.

Price Differences of Sybil Vendors. We first analyze the Sybil

accounts’ product prices and examine potential market manipula-

tions. Given a łconfirmedž Sybil pair, we match their products from

the two accounts based on the product type and the listing time.

Our consideration is that different types of products may have a

different price range, and the price is likely to change over time.

We set the matching time window as 1 week. For the matched

product pairs (A,B), we calculate the normalized price difference

as d (A,B) = loge (
PA
PB

), where P is the product price. A positive

(negative) d indicates that product A is more (less) expensive.

Figure 9(a) shows the price difference for inter-market Sybil

pairs. All three curves are relatively balanced around the x = 0

line, indicating that products from the same vendor are within a

similar price range across different markets. For a small portion of

products, however, the price differences can be large (e.g., d = 3 is

equivalent to 20 times more expensive). Comparing the different

markets, Evolution’s price is relatively lower. This, however, is not

necessarily an indication of market manipulation. Even for non-

Sybil vendors, Evolution has the lowest product price (median $74)

compared to the other two markets (median $101 and $132).

Larger price differences are observed between intra-market Sybils.

Figure 9(b) compares the two Sybils accounts in samemarkets. For a

given Sybil pair, we first differentiate the bigger account (with more

products) and the smaller account (with fewer products). Then we

calculate loge (
PA
PB

) where A represents the smaller account, and B

represents the bigger account. For Evolution and SilkRoad2, both

curves are heavily skewed to the left, indicating that the smaller

accounts tend to sell the products at a significantly cheaper price. A

possible explanation is the vendor wants to attract buyers or even

to perform scam using the smaller account. In contrary, the Agora

line is relatively balanced.

Figure 9(c) further compares the product price of Sybil accounts

with that of other vendors in the same market. The curves of Evo-

lution and SilkRoad2 are skewed to the left. This suggests that

regardless the bigger or smaller accounts, Sybils’ product price is

substantially lower than that of the rest of the market, which is an

indicator of market manipulation.

Sybil Vendors that Scam Buyers. Certain vendors create

multiple accounts in the samemarket just to łscamž the buyers. Sybil

vendors may refuse to ship the product after receiving the payment,

or switch the original product to a lower-quality one. Using a Sybil

account, the vendor does not need to worry about the reputation.

Based on the discussions of the buyers (in the łDarkNetMarketž
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Figure 9: Price comparison for the same type of products around the same time (within 1 week). We compare the product

prices for (a) the pairs of Sybil accounts from different markets; (b) the pairs of Sybil accounts (small account vs. big account)

from the same markets; and (c), Sybil accounts vs. other vendors of the same markets.

section of Reddit), we confirm that at least 3 of our detected Sybil

pairs have involved in scams. For example, łStrattonž and łMontfortž

are a detected Sybil pair on Agora. On Reddit, buyers reported that

they were scammed by these two accounts. Some buyers even stated

that the two accounts followed very similar writing styles when

replying private emails. We also find that 86.6% (174/201) of their

products have a lower price than the matched products of other

vendors. This confirms our early intuition that scammers use lower

prices to attract buyers.

Product Stocking and Reselling. Sybils pairs that are labeled

as łProbably Nož are not completely useless. Even though they are

not the same vendor, most of the detected accounts sell similar prod-

ucts. By analyzing these Sybil pairs, we reveal interesting patterns

of product stocking and reselling. For example, our model detected

two intra-market Sybil pairs on SilkRoad2: (łUGL OZž, łlabsdirectž)

and (łOZAlphaž, łlabsdirectž). Manual analysis shows that vendor

łUGL OZž mainly sells steroid stored in bottles with a special label

łUGL OZž. At the same time, we find the same bottles also show

up in the photos of łlabsdirectž and łOZAlphaž. According to the

comments on the vendor profile, łOZAlphaž stated that he was

stocking up the products of łUGL OZž. This indicates the relation-

ships between the darknet vendors:łUGL OZž is the producer of

those bottles of steroid, and łlabsdirectž and łOZAlphaž were pur-

chasing the products and stocking them for reselling. With the help

our tool, it is possible to further automate the analysis to infer the

relationships between vendors and detect the stakeholders in the

market (future work).

Photo Plagiarizing. Photo plagiarizing is one of the reasons

for the false positives. There are two main types. First, vendors may

use the stock photos they find on the Internet. Second, vendors may

łstealž photos from other vendors. The later case is more interesting

to investigate further. For example, vendor łICANTMTT2ž (Agora)

and łAussiesFinestž (Agora) share one identical photo of drugs.

Based on the profile of łICANTMTT2ž, this vendor is relatively

new and his drugs were directly purchased from the drug maker. At

the same time, łAussiesFinestž is a more established vendor and has

many photos with the same background and layout. It looks like

łAussiesFinestž is the original owner of the photo. There are several

possible reasons for the photo plagiarizing. First, it is possible that

łICANTMTT2ž purchased the drug from łAussiesFinestž for stock-

ing and reselling, and thus it is reasonable to use the same photo.

Second, it is also possible that łICANTMTT2ž stole the photo to

make the product attractive to buyers (leveraging the established

reputation of łAussiesFinestž’s drugs).

8 DISCUSSION

Inter-market & Intra-market Sybils. We identified hundreds

of inter-market Sybil pairs, but only a handful of intra-market Sybils.

There are two possible explanations: First, it is acceptable for a

vendor to have accounts in different markets, but holding multiple

accounts in the same market is usually prohibited. Due to the high

anonymity of the darknet, the vendor reputation is a key factor

to buyers’ purchase decisions. Keeping one persistent account for

each vendor helps the market administrator and buyers to assess

the vendor’s reputation. Second, after creating a vendor account,

the vendor will need to pay several hundreds of US dollars as the

łsecurity depositž in order to list products. The security deposit also

makes it difficult for a vendor to create a large number of Sybil

accounts in the same market.

Adversarial Countermoves. Our image-based fingerprinting

method is not designed for adversarial settings. If a vendor wants

to prevent her multiple accounts from being linked together, tech-

nically there are potential countermoves that the vendor can make.

Before we discuss the adversarial countermoves, we want to stress

that there are no real motivations for vendors to hide their multiple

accounts in different markets. The only case where vendors may be

motivated to hide their Sybil identifies is when they create Sybils in

the same market. Intra-market Sybils are prohibited by the market

administrators who actively seek to detect Sybil accounts.

To examine the impact of potential countermoves from vendors,

we consider a number of image transformations. More specifically,

to avoid detection, a vendor may slightly transform the photos (to

hide personal styles) before posting them via the Sybil account.

Here, we consider 3 simple transformations including blurring the

image, reducing the contrast, and adding random noises. For simplic-

ity, we apply Gaussian smoothing with σ = 2 for image blurring,

we adjust the image contrasts to 50% of the original ones, and we

add noise by randomly picking 5% of the pixels and changing them

to black or white. Figure 10 shows an example.

We run a quick test on the impact of the above adversarial coun-

termoves using the Agora dataset with Tr = 20. We follow the

same ground-truth evaluation workflow as ğ4.2, but apply image



Duplicated

Images
Model Original Blur Contrast Noise

Yes
ResNet 0.979 0.960 0.969 0.485

VGG 0.977 0.967 0.979 0.771

No
ResNet 0.883 0.715 0.803 0.285

VGG 0.832 0.752 0.818 0.394

Table 7: Impact of adversarial image transformations to the

classifier accuracy.

(a) Original (b) Blur (c) Contrast (d) Noise

Figure 10: Illustrating the image transformations.
transformation to the testing images. The results are shown in

Table 7. We observe that blurring and contrast adjustment only

slightly decrease the matching accuracy. However, adding random

noise points can greatly reduce the accuracy. With just 5% noise

pixels, the products are still clearly recognizable in the images.

Beyond adding random noises, vendors can also apply stronger

adversarial noises that are optimized against the DNN based classi-

fier [8, 8, 18, 31, 37, 41, 50, 53]. At the same time, defenders (in this

case, the market administrators) can adopt defense techniques to

łde-noisež the images to reduce the adversarial effect [3, 19, 36, 59]

or enhance the robustness of the image classifier [18, 31, 44, 62].

Another way of defense is to set a smaller similarity threshold to

include more candidate pairs for investigation.

In addition to adversarial image transformation, vendors can

also sell different products using different accounts or change their

photo style. Again, this type of adversarial behavior is only relevant

to certain intra-market Sybils, but not the vast majority of the inter-

market Sybil accounts. Our future workwill measure the adversarial

adaptations of vendors in the wild.

Limitations. Our study has a few limitations. First, our study

only covers three darknet markets, and there are many other mar-

kets out there [5]. Our future work will explore to apply our tool to

the more recent and a broader range of darknet markets. Second,

although no evidence suggests that Sybil vendors are attempting

to avoid detection by changing their photos, adversarial machine

learning should be further explored to improve the robustness of the

analysis. Third, during our manual inspection, we find additional

features that can be used to match two accounts (e.g., username,

image trademarks, shipping information), which can be integrated

to build a more powerful analysis tool.

9 RELATED WORK

Cybercrimes and Blackmarkets. Researchers have studied

the darknetmarkets [11, 48] and underground forum [2, 23, 35] from

various aspects. Some researchers use the underground forums to

study specific cybercriminal activities such as pharmaceutical affili-

ate programs [35], large spam operations [49], trading stolen credit

cards [20] and search engine optimization services [14]. Other re-

searchers study the products sold on the blackmarkets [23], build

automated tools to identify forum posts related transactions [42],

and analyze the network footprints of underground vendors [51].

Recent works also have looked into the łsocial networksž and the

communities among cybercriminals [15, 38, 60]. In this paper, we de-

velop a novel system to link Sybil identities through image analysis

to support more efficient investigations of cybercrimes.

Stylometry Analysis. Stylometry analysis has been a useful

tool to attribute authorship of anonymous online posts [13, 42].

The most related work to us is to use stylometry analysis to link

Sybil accounts in underground forums [1, 6, 17, 22]. In this paper,

we show that stylometry analysis is less effective to model darknet

market vendors due to the short and repetitive text. In comparison,

our image-based approach achieved more promising results.

Image Analysis using Deep Neural Networks. Deep neural

networks have contributed to the fast development of computer

vision in recent years. Deep learning algorithms [30, 45] now reach

the human-level accuracy in recognizing objects from images. Deep

learning algorithms can take advantage of the massive training data

to build highly accurate models. For many deep learning applica-

tions, transfer learning can be applied when the application-specific

training dataset is insufficiently large [40, 46, 54].

A related body of work is photographer identification based on

photos [9, 10, 26, 34, 43, 55, 56] or egocentric videos [24]. However,

recent results show that lower-level features are not as effective as

high-level features in photograph authorship attribution tasks [56].

Existing high-level feature based methods focus on several famous

photographers who already have strong personal styles [56]. In

contrast, we model a much larger population of darknet vendors

who are typically not professional photographers.

10 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we demonstrate the feasibility of fingerprinting dark-

net vendors through their posted photographs. By evaluating the

proposed system on real-world datasets, we demonstrate its advan-

tage over existing stylometry methods in terms of both the accuracy

and the coverage of fingerprintable vendors. In addition, we use

the system to detect previously unknown Sybil account pairs in the

wild, both within the same markets and across different markets.

As a future work, we will continue to monitor the darknet markets

and measure the potential adversarial evasions from vendors.
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